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Have you relapsed within the last week? Did your mind trick you into watching porn? Has this

happened to you a couple of times in the last few weeks? The fact is that when you start on your

first day, you are fully confident that this time it will not happen again. You might even watch some

motivational videos that may boost your confidence still further. The problem with confidence is that

it makes you believe that you will stay confident throughout your 90 days journey. But letâ€™s face

the truth here. Confidence does not last forever if you are externally driven or motivated. Let me

repeat again. Confidence does not last forever if you are externally driven or motivated by watching

some motivational videos or listening to what other people have achieved through the porn free

challenge. It only lasts if you are truly motivated from WITHIN. And it only last if you are CLEAR

about what exactly you want in LIFE So what do you exactly want in LIFE? In order to develop a

FIRE that lights up from within, you need to work on the INNER MECHANISMS of your mind. Once

you develop this self-motivation from inside out, achieving anything, from porn free 90-day streak to

getting a girl or becoming rich becomes easy. Keep in mind, this book does not offer the QUICK FIX

PILL that will give you superpowers to fight the porn addiction battle in an instant. I do not believe in

Quick fixes. They might exist in the short term. However, in the long term their effect of quick fixes

evens out to nothing. This book offers you the map to BUILD Your INNER CORE STRENGTH

Permanently. BENEFITS Some benefits of applying the techniques in this book include 1. You

Become an Internally Motivated self-directed MAN and conquer the 90-Days Porn Free Challenge

EASILY 2. Break free of the LONELINESS and the GUILT that comes with watching porn. 3. You

NEVER return back to watching porn again.WHATâ€™S IN THIS BOOK? The first chapter of the

book will help you become aware of your TRUE â€˜Purpose In Lifeâ€™. Once you WAKE UP to this

purpose in Life, achieving anything you want will become possible. The second chapter of the book

will help you take the baby steps towards achieving that true purpose and overcoming the porn

addiction. The third chapter of the book will help you become aware of the tricks that the mind plays

with you and how not to be fooled by it. In the forth chapter I talk about 'The Call to Adventure'. Is

refusing to live a life of meaning and adventure the reason behind you falling into the trap of porn? If

this is so, then itâ€™s time to accept your calling.In the fifth chapter I talk about a strategy called

'The Death Ground'. The chances of this technique working out and helping you to achieve the 90

days Porn Free challenge is 99.9 %. I am so confident about this technique working that if you apply

it and it doesn't work, then I'll pay you $10 via PayPal.FREE BONUS Iâ€™ll also coach you

PERSONALLY, be accountable to you and help you break free of the RELAPSE for the first 90 days

for FREE via E-Mail. I have attached my personal E-Mail Id at the End. P.S. This offer is limited only



to the first 20 people who contact me directly. THREE MONTHS 100% MONEY BACK

GUARANTEE If you find that none of the techniques in this book work for you, then, â€˜Thanks to

Kindleâ€™ you can get your money back within the Seven days of purchasing this book. If you have

already crossed the seven days mark, then you can just drop me an E-mail within the first 3 months

of buying my E-Book and Iâ€™ll return the Complete Amount back to you GUARANTEED within a

Week.  P.S.S. BUY this book only if you are serious about escaping the Trap of Porn and want to

build a Life of Inspiration and Meaning.
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This book contains some valuable insights and suggestions... and that's about it.The author states

in the beginning that he kept this book "short and simple," and he definitely did. But because of that,

it lacks depth. There's nothing here other than a few suggestions I could easily find online by a

random blogger online (grammar/spelling mistakes included). I wouldn't feel like this if it had been

less than $6.99.Seven dollars for a book I finished in about 10 minutes is a bit much.



Good book, straight to the point, and with good ideas and actions to do for fighting with this

addiction.I have loved the part of "live with a purpose" and son on.One idea that I have not liked too

much is the part of the "blackmail" strategy for avoiding relapses. I prefer the 'avoid your own

shame' idea described on the book too.If you have a porn addiction, you should start reading this

book. It's easy and quick to read (which is a plus)

Great, direct to the point book written by the author on the topic.The author did not waste many

pages in highlighting the negative effects of porn addiction.The focus of the book is completely on

the reasons for your addiction & the techniques you can use to overcome it.

Short and straight to the point! Great content and inspirational. Will give you motivation and tools.

Highly recommend it.
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